Motivation, Study Skills & Inner Peace Seminar

Tuesday, February 14th, 2017 @ 7pm, Bethlehem College Ashfield

Do your children...

- Lack motivation for study and spend too much time on technology?
- Study but get frustrated that it is not sinking in and give up?
- Study but freeze in exam situations and don’t perform at their best?
- Have their buttons easily pushed and lack self-confidence?

In this Seminar You will learn

- A 4-step system to guaranteed academic success
- Study smarter techniques to learn more in less time
- A 3-step exam game plan for zero stress - no more silly mistakes
- A simple path to inner peace so nobody pushes their buttons

Who is John George?

John has accrued 14 years as a qualified high school teacher and has conducted over 8000 hours of face-to-face coaching. John is a speaker, tutor, the founder of InFlow Education and the author of the book Teenage Zen - a simple path to academic success and inner peace.